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Tangar, N. V.—Pali Dhaturupavali. Poona Oriental Series
No. 73. pp. 60. Oriental Book Agency, Poona, 1941. [692
Upadhye, A. N.—Valmiki-Sutra: A myth. BaV. II, Pt, 2,
pp. 160-176.	[692 A
Concludes that the mere tradition that Valmiki, the author of
Ramayana, wrote a Prakrit grammar. The so-called sutras of Valmiki
are really the Sutras of Trivikrama -who has also written a Vrtti
on them. These Sutras are posterior to and modelled after the
Sutras of Hemacandra. Possibly through some false reading, they
came to be attributed to Valmiki. There was no evidence to say
that there was some other Valmiki between Hemacandra and
Trivikrama.
	 A Prakrit   Grammar    attributed   to Samantabhadra.
IHQ. XVII, pp. 511-516.	[693
Discusses the Prakrit grammar and concludes that the grammar
contained in the Pcona MS. and ascribed to Samantabhadra is decid-
edly later than Hemacandra whose Prakrit grammar it reproduces
mechanically and bodily omitting some portions here and there.
It cannot be attributed to Samatabhadra, the logician of the 3rd
century of the Vikrama era, and there is no evidence to identify this
-Samatabhadra with any other of that name who might have flourished
later than Hemacandra.
Vaidya   K.  M.—The    Ashtangahridaya   Kosha   with   the
Hridaya   Prakasha:   A   Critical   and  Explanatory Com-
mentary. (Sanskrit text). Valapad (S. Malabar), 1941. [694
A dictionary   of  more   or less unfamiliar  terms  occurring in the
well-known Ayurvedic work, the Ashtangahridaya of Vagbhata.
-Varma, K. Goda—A Study of the Personal Pronouns in the
South Dravidian Languages. NIA. IV, Pt. 6, pp. 201-217.
[695
The history of the recorded forms of the pronouns of the first and
second persons in the main South Dravidian languages is traced,
and phonological explanation is.offered in each case.
Varma, Siddheshwar— Studies in Burushaskl Dialectology*
JRASBL. VII, Pt. 2, pp. 133-173.	[696
Discusses the distinctive features of Nagari and Hunza in Phonetics,
Grammar and Vocabulary.
—	Sanskrit Ardham as a Preposition  in  the   language
of the  Brahmanas.   In No. 1434, pp. 545-546.	[697
.  A short discussion on the use of the word ardham as a preposition
in Sanskrit.

